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Abstract 
Based on an “almost’‘-control-canonical form for reachable systems over PIDs, it is shown 
that coefficient assignment is possible over K[y], where K is an algebraically closed field of 
arbitrary characteristic. As consequences, the ring of polynomials C[r] over the complex 
numbers is a CA-ring, and there are (PID) CA-rings that are not FC-rings. 
1. Introduction 
Cyclization by feedback (precise definitions are given in Section 2) is a classical 
method of control theory (see, for example, 1121). The importance of cyclization is 
explained by the following facts for systems: cyclizability implies coefficient assignab- 
ility, which implies pole assignability, which in turn implies reachability. That this 
remains true even for systems over arbitrary rings has already been observed in [ 151 
(see [2] for a detailed exposition). We refer the reader to [15,16] for the perspectives 
and applications of the theory of linear systems over rings. 
A further classical result (see [18]) says that, for linear systems over a field, the 
above mentioned implications are actually equivalences; that is, cyclizability, coeffi- 
cient assignability, pole assignability, and reachability are all equivalent notions over 
a field. 
The article [9] then stimulated much of the research to clarify the interrelations of 
the four notions for systems ~ which are now merely pairs of matrices ~ over more 
general coefficient domains. A considerable amount of research has been done on pole 
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assignment. (See [2,13] for an introduction and a survey, and [ 1,336,8-l 1,171, which 
are only a selection.) There has also been some effort to clarify which coefficient rings 
allow cyclization by feedback [9,4,14]. But it is still not clear, for example, whether or 
not cyclization is possible over complex polynomials, as was conjectured in [9]. 
Coefficient assignability, apart from initial results in [9], does not seem to have 
been investigated. Certainly, one reason for this is that the classical approach via 
cyclizability appeared to be more helpful, also in the ring case. In fact, the direct search 
for a feedback matrix F such that the coefficients ofdet(sl - (A + BF)) become equal 
to prescribed values, is hopeless in general. 
It is therefore natural to look first for as simple a representation as possible for the 
system matrices. A result in this direction is Theorem 1, which is given in Section 3, 
after the basic definitions have been introduced in Section 2. Originally, Theorem 1 
was found in the context of FC. It was then surprising to realize that Theorem 1 allows 
approaching directly the coefficient assignment problem. This will be done in Section 
4, over the polynomial ring K [y], where K is an algebraically closed field. As a special 
case one obtains the result that the complex polynomial ring C[y] is a CA-ring, but 
also that there are CA-rings of the form K [y] which are not FC-rings. An explanation 
of this, together with further remarks, is in Section 5. 
2. Basic definitions 
Let R be a commutative ring. An n-dimensional s~atem over R is merely a pair (A, B), 
where AER”~” and BER”“” for some positive integers m and n. The integer m is 
usually called the number of inputs. Two systems of the same dimension are called 
,feedback equicalent if one can be transformed into the other by means of operations of 
the feedbuck group. This group is generated by the operations (A, B) w(PAP- ‘, PB), 
(A,B)w(A.BQ), and (A,B)w(A + BF,B), where PEGL,(R), QEGL,(R), and 
FE R” xn. Reachability of a system (A, B) means, as usual, the right invertibility of the 
matrix [B, AB, . . . , A”-’ B] and is preserved under the action of the feedback group 
(see, for example, [9]). 
Now a system (A, B) is called coeficient assignuble (CA) if det(xl - (A + BF)) runs 
through all manic polynomials of degree n in R [x] as F runs through R”” “. A system 
(A, B) is called .feedback cyclizable (FC) if, for some matrix FE R”“” and some vector 
UER”‘, the system (A + BF,Bu) is reachable. Both properties are preserved under 
feedback equivalence. 
R is called a CA,-ring (FC,-ring) when every reachable rr-dimensional system is CA 
(FC). R is called a CA-ring (FC-ring) when R is a CA,-ring (FC,-ring) for all integers 
n 2 1. This terminology goes back to [9]. 
3. An “almost” control-canonical form for reachable pairs 
We need the following result from 171. 
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Theorem 1. Let m, n 2 2 be integers, R he u PID, and (A, B) u reachable system over R. 
Then (A, B) is,feedback equivalent to u system of the form 
(C, D) = 
0 0 . . . . . 0 0’ 
1 0 . . . 0 0 
. 
. 
0 1 0 0 
0 L 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
. . 
. . 
0 0 . . . . 1 0 
1 * * . . . *’ 
0 * * ... * 
. . . 
0 * * “. * 
0 d 0 ... 0 
0 0 0 “. 0 
. . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 “. o- 1 
(1) 
in which one of the.followiny two possibilities OKAYS. 
(i) The entries c and d are nonzero, coprime nonunits, occurring in the same row (,from 
the second row on), and the coset c + Rd does not contuin a unit. 
(ii) The entry c = 1; that is, each (i + l,i)-entry of C is 1. (In this case, only the,first 
column ofD is specified; the remaining entries are all taken to be *-positions, which 
are not important). 
For the proof of Theorem 1, we refer the reader to [7]. The argument is a long and 
intricate induction on the dimension n of the matrix A, making use of the well-known 
lemma of Eising and the fact that a PID is an elementary divisor domain. 
We note from the form of the matrices in (1) that the first two columns of the 
matrix D already yield reachability. We shall exploit this fact in the sequel. We 
also note that Theorem 1 can be easily generalized for Bezout domains with the 
additional property that each nonzero element belongs to only finitely many maximal 
ideals. 
4. Coefficient assignment 
Our main result is the following. 
Theorem 2. Let K be an algebraically closed ,jeld and R = K [y] the polynomial ring 
over K in the indeterminate y. Then R is u CA-ring. 
Proof. We will show that, for n 2 1, R is a CA,,-ring. For n = 1, this is trivially true, so 
let n 2 2. By Theorem 1: it is sufficient to prove CA for pairs of the form (C, D) as 
described in (1). Note that, if we are in case (ii) of Theorem 1, so that c = 1, then the 
first column of D is a cyclic vector for the system (C, D) in the image of D. Since 
feedback cyclizability implies coefficient assignability (see, for example, [ 15]), we are 
done in this case. Alternatively, one can obtain CA directly in this case by replacing 
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the matrix C by the matrix C + DF (that is, by feeding back by the matrix F), where 
-6JSnm1 “’ - Yo 
0 . 0 
F= 
1: 11 
. . 
0 . 0 
The matrix C + DF then has the form 
- Yn? 1 
1 
L 
- cl,,?2 ... ~ .L/I - Yo 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
.‘. i 0 0 1 0 I 
The characteristic polynomial of this matrix is X” + gn_ 1 .F ’ + ... + y1 x + go for 
arbitrary coefficients Y,~ _ yl, go from R. 1, ... ,, 
Thus, we can suppose that we are in case (i) of Theorem 1. That is, we suppose that the 
system (C, D) is as in (1) with c and d nonzero, coprime nonunits, both occurring in row 
r + 2 for some integer r, 0 I I’ 5 II - 2, and the coset L’ + Rd does not contain a unit. 
Moreover, as noted above, we can discard all except the first two columns of the matrix D. 
We claim that the system (C, D) is feedback equivalent to any system (C’, D’) in 
which the matrix C’ is obtained from the matrix C as follows. Replace the (I^ + 2, 
r + 1)-entry c of C by an element ? = c + dfi for arbitrary 6 E R, and replace the 
entries on and above the main diagonal with arbitrary elements of R, leaving 
unaltered the entries below the main diagonal. This can be accomplished by imitating 
the proof of Theorem 1 given in 171; we sketch the argument. 
To prove the claim, we show that, for given index i, there are operations in the 
feedback group which alter the ith row of the matrix C as prescribed in the claim, and 
which do not alter any other entry of C below the main diagonal or below the ith row, 
and which do not alter the matrix D, except possibly the entries in the *-positions. (We 
need this extra hypothesis on the matrix D to ensure that the appropriate feedback 
operations are available to us.) The claim then follows immediately by induction (from 
the bottom row to the top row of C). 
Suppose, first, that i # 1, I’ + 2; that is, the (i, i - I)-entry of the matrix C is 1. Then 
we multiply C on the right by the invertible matrix 
p-1 = 
1 . 0 0 0 
. . . . . . 
0 . l Yi ‘.’ .(/>I 
0 0 1 “’ 0 
. . . . . . . 
0 . . 0 0 “. 1 
(2) 
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where yi, , g,, are arbitrary parameters, and they occur in the (i - 1)st row of Pm ‘. The 
net effect is to add yj times the (i - 1)st column of C to thejth column of C, for indicesj in 
the range i < j I II. Thus, in row i, we add yi to the (i,,j)-entry, i I j I n, so that we can 
make arbitrarily prescribed changes to these entries. Moreover, since the entries in 
column i - 1 of C below the ith row are all 0, it follows that no changes are made below 
the ith row or below the main diagonal of C. To complete this operation, we must 
multiply both C and D on the left by the matrix P. But, from (2), we see that P has the form 
p= 1,-l 
[ 
* 
0 1 In-i+, ’ 
where Ii_, and I,_i+, are the appropriately sized identity matrices, and 0 is the 
(11 - i + 1) x (i - 1) zero matrix. Clearly, multiplying C on the left by P does not 
change C below the (i - 1)st row or below the main diagonal, and multiplying D on 
the left by P does not change the form of D. 
Suppose. instead, that i = I’ + 2, so that the (i, i - 1)-entry of the matrix C is c. Then 
multiplying C on the right by the matrix Pm1 of (2) (and multiplying both C and D on 
the left by P) will only add (“yj to the (i, j)-entry of C, i I j I n. On the other hand, we 
can add DF to C, where F is the feedback matrix 
0 
F= 
0 0 0 0 
0 ... 0 6 h, ... h,, 1 
for arbitrary parameters hi, , h,. It is easy to check that replacing C by C + DF 
changes the (i, i - 1)-entry from c to S = c + d6, adds d. hj to the (i, j)-entry of C, for 
indices j in the range i I j I n, and does not change C below the ith row or below the 
main diagonal. Since c and d are assumed to be relatively prime, and the parameters 
(J,. . q,, and IT,, ,h, are arbitrary, this takes care of row i = Y + 2. 
Finally, if i = 1, then we can make arbitrary changes in the first row of the matrix 
C by replacing C by C + DF, where F is the feedback matrix 
for arbitrary parameters h,, , II,,. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Therefore, we shift from the system (C, D) to the system (C’, D’), in which 
- 1;) ~ ;” - j,, 
0 0 0 . 
C’ = 
- 1; - j; “’ _ 1 
1 0 
0 1 
0 . 0 
0 
0 . 
0 
- /.,’ 
0 
0 0 . 
i: II 0 . . . 
i 
0 1 PI 
. 0 0 PS~ 
. 0 0 “’ 1 
I 0 
BF 
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for some (free) parameters y, PI, . , /3,, fo, . ,,f;, i., , , i,, S, where ? = c’ + d8. 
From this one calculates (developing the determinant recursively by columns, starting 
with the last column) that 
Wxl - C’) = C . . . [f.(x - y) + z]~(x - pl) + j., .?I I.(.~ - ~~1 + ;,,.(:, 
(3) 
where the polynomial ,f’= x’ +fY_,x’-’ + ... +.f;_u +,lb. 
To guarantee CA, we have to show that the parameters ‘J, PI, ,p.Y, .fb, . . . ,,fr, 
i 1, “. > i,, S can be chosen such that det(x1 - C’) = 4 for a prescribed manic 
polynomial 4 E R [x] = (K [y] ) [x] of degree n. This will now be done by means of the 
Chinese remainder theorem. Fortunately, one can avoid lifting (that is, the use of the 
Newton-Hensel lemma) because of the following fact, which we prove later as 
a lemma: 
For coprime elements, c, d E R, one can find an element 6 E R such that ? = c + d6 
is square-free. 
Choose such an element 6. Since the coset c + dR does not contain a unit, ? is not 
a unit. Assume that we can factor ? = pr . p, where pr, ,p, are pairwise 
nonequivalent primes. Since K is algebraically closed, these are in fact linear poly- 
nomials in R = K [y], and R/(pi) z K for each index i. This makes it possible to find 
elements j?s,i E R such that 
4(fis.i) = 0 mod pi for each index i, 1 lilt 
The Chinese remainder theorem gives an element fij E R such that 
fls = fls,; mod pi for all indices i, 1 lilt 
Then clearly 4(,&) = 0 mod ?. But this means that 
for some element i, E R. The polynomial $,, 1 is manic since 4 is manic, and we have 
that deg( 4n_, ) = n - 1. Now we do the same thing for @n ~, This yields elements 
Bs-17 &, E R such that 
This procedure needs to be performed (s + 1) times in order to arrive at 
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Comparison with (3), taking .f’= $n_(s+ 1j, shows that the coefficients of 4 can indeed 
be assigned. 0 
We will have to prove the following lemma, part (a) of which has been used in the 
proof of Theorem 2. The use of part (b) will be illustrated in the sequel. 
Lemma. (a) [j” K is un ulgehruically closed ,field und {f c, d E K [y] ure tvt’o coprime 
polynomiuls, then one can ,jnd u scalar 2 E K und un integer r 2 0 such thut the 
polynomiul c + di. + dy’ is squure:free. One cun in ,fuct choose r = 0 unless K is of 
nonzero characteristic and c’ = 0. 
(b) !f K is uny ,field qf nonzero characteristic, und if c, d E K [y] ure trvo coprime 
polynomials, then one cun,find a polynomial (5 E K [J!] such thut c + d6 is squureTfree. 
Proof. (a) If the polynomial d is zero, then, since c and d are coprime, the polynomial 
c is a unit. Similarly, if c is zero, then d is a unit, and we can choose i = 1 and r = 0. 
Therefore, we can assume that both c and d are nonzero. 
Begin by choosing an exponent r 2 0 such that the derivative (c + dy’)’ is nonzero. 
Replacing c by c + dy’, we can suppose that c’ is nonzero, and we need only find 
a scalar i. E K such that c + dj, is square-free. 
If c is already square-free we are done, so suppose that the polynomials c and c’ 
have a common zero. The polynomial c’d - cd’ cannot be zero by coprimeness of 
c and d. The set of zeros of the polynomial c’d - cd’ is thus nonempty and finite, say 
it,, . . . , t, 1. Since K is not finite (using the algebraic closure of K), we can find a scalar 
E, E K such that d(t,)i # - c(ti) for each index i, 1 I i I s. We claim that the 
polynomial c + di. is square-free. If not, then c + d2 and its derivatives have a com- 
mon root t,, E K (again by algebraic closure). Now c(t,) + d(t,)i = 0 implies that 
d(t,) # 0, since otherwise to would be a root of both c and d, contrary to the 
assumption that the polynomials I’ and d are relatively prime. Then we can solve for 
E. in c(to) + d(t,)i. = 0 to get i = - c(t,)/d(t,). Substituting into c’(to) + d’(t,)i = 0 
and simplifying yields c’(t,)d(t,) - c(r,)d’(t,) = 0. That is, to is one of the roots in 
{t1, , t,), contrary to the choice of i.. This completes the proof of (a). 
(b) As in part (a), we can assume that the derivative c’ is nonzero. Then if we let d be 
the set of manic, irreducible polynomials 4 E K [y] such that 4 divides c’ but q does 
not divide cd, then d is a finite (possibly empty) set. We set 
(where we take c = 1 in case A is empty). Finally, we set 6 = dpm ’ P, where p is the 
characteristic of K. Then (c + d6)’ = c’ and c + d6 are coprime. 0 
Theorem 2 clearly implies that C[y] is a CA-ring. However, whether or not C[y] is 
an FC-ring remains unsettled. 
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While Theorem 2 is for algebraically closed fields K only, its proof nevertheless 
indicates how one might attempt coefficient assignment over any field K. For 
example, part (b) of the lemma allows us to try this over a finite field. Such attempts 
might well be futile for in [9, p. 1261 it is shown that for R the real field, R[y] is not 
a CA-ring. The argument given there can, in fact, be used to show that for any subfield 
K of R, K [y] is not a CA-ring. 
Theorem 2 also implies that if K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, 
then K [y] is a CA-ring. But, it is shown in [14] that for F a field of characteristic p, 
F [y] cannot be an FC-ring. Thus, if K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p, then K [y] is a principal ideal domain with the CA-property, but without the 
FC-property. This settles in the negative the question posed at the end of [9]. “For 
principal ideal domains, is FC = CA?” 
5. Concluding remarks 
Theorem 1 also gives the following property for systems over a PID R: for every 
reachable system (A,B), there exists a rank 2 subspace I/ of im(B) and a feedback 
matrix F such that 
V+(A+BF)l’+ ... +(A+BF)“--‘V=R”. 
This can be considered as a generalization of the notion of FC, where only a rank 
I subspace of im(B) is required. 
In Theorem 1, it is not claimed that (1) is a canonical form. This actually remains to 
be examined. The following example gives at least some indications. 
Example. Let R be a PID, and consider the systems 
(A,B)-[[ K ; !I,[; %]r. (A’,B’)=[[l; p i;[ 9 ;]I, 
where u, a’, h, and h’ are nonzero and nonunits. Then (A, B) and (A’, B’) are not 
feedback equivalent. 
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